
November 7th, 2020 at 4.00 pm London time:
JNF: Environmentalism as

Greenwash for Ethnic cleansing
Register here

Abeer al-Butmeh: Friends of the Earth Palestine
Uri Davis: academic and activist, co-author of The Jewish
National Fund
Zayneb al-Shalalfeh: water researcher and development
worker

Environmentalists beware!
The JNF, which was established for the purposes of colonial
dispossession and has been executing ethnic cleansing for
over 100 years, has re-branded itself as the “oldest green
organization in the world” and is infiltrating the environmental
movement. 

From biodiversity conservation to energy generation, from
water consumption to climate change, the JNF has been
causing environmental devastation and simultaneously
greenwashing its crimes against the Palestinian people.

Eurig Scandrett of Stop the JNF will interview the
following speakers:

Recommended Reading:

Uri Davis: 
Uri's work on the JNF is extensive and
authoritative. For the purposes of this
newsletter we recommend two pieces
showing how JNF parks were planted
over ethnically cleansed Palestinian
villages:

Stop the JNF eBook, Volume 1: 
 contains a chapter on British Park.
Stop the JNF eBook Volume 2:
contains a chapter  on Canada Park

Eurig Scandrett:
 Eurig co-authored "Environmental
Nakba" with Abeer al-Butmeh and
Bobby Peek. This report summarises
key aspects of environmental injustice
in Palestine. 

Newsletter 2:
JNF  and the Environment

 Check the website www.stopthejnf.com

Stop the JNF: next webinar

This year, Friends of the Earth Scotland overwhelmingly
passed a motion critical of the JNF/KKL. This important

initiative is a model other groups could consider.

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_OjQeU6oqSE2hBCrX_WnBpA
https://www.bdsmovement.net/files/2011/02/JNFeBookVol1ed2x.pdf
http://www.stopthejnf.org/documents/JNFeBookVol2.pdf
https://www.foei.org/resources/publications/publications-by-subject/human-rights-defenders-publications/environmental-nakba
https://www.stopthejnf.org/
https://www.stopthejnf.org/friends-of-the-earth-scotland-overwhelmingly-support-an-agm-motion-critical-of-the-kkl-jnf/


The myth of "Making the
desert bloom."

Before the Zionists arrived in Palestine, the
land was poorly used and much of it was
desert. Everyone knows this and it is routinely
trotted out as the fact of the matter. It fits
neatly with Eurocentric - basically racist -
ideas about the ignorance of indigenous
peoples and the debt that they owe to those
who went among them from ouside,
modernising their ideas and improving their
living conditions. Obviously, this kind of
thinking fits neatly within the imperialist
mentality.

So, Simon Peres wrote: "The country was
mostly an empty desert...Israel's cultivable
land today was indeed redeemed from
swamp and wilderness." Even more full of
chutzpah was Levi Eshkol's comment: "It was
only after the Zionists 'made the desert
bloom' that "they [the Palestinians] became
interested in taking it from us.".

Alan George's paper dispels these myths
and you can read it here.

JNF/KKL Plans for the Naqab 

One of the areas in which the JNF UK is active is in the Naqab/Negev, especially those areas currently populated by Bedouin.
The plan is to move the Bedouin from their villages - which are often "unrecognised" and bereft of all state services such as
adequate water and electricity supplies - in order to move Israeli Jews into what will be nelwy created towns. 

On its website the JNF UK claims that this area is "a politically uncomplicated area; philanthropic focus on the Negev would not
engage matters of political controversy." One of the contributions that the JNF will make to this activity is to plant millions of
trees on what the Bedouin use as pasture land at the same time as the IDF destroys their homes.

The following links to short films show how this modern ethnic cleansing is achieved and, importantly, how it is resisted.

In 2010, the Guardian covered the first demolition and there is a video embedded in this article.  This protest dates from
2011, one year after the first demolition of Al Araqib. In 2018, Sheikh Sayekh Abu Madi'am was sentenced to 10 months in
prison for trespassing in his own village. See this interview with the Sheikh conducted by Musheir el Farra as part of a Stop
the JNF webinar, also featuring Jonathan Cook. The fight goes on!

Jonathan Cook on the JNF and the
Environment.

Jonathan Cook lives in Nazareth and it may
be that from that base, he sees what the
JNF is about more easily than most.

"The JNF is a thriving relic of Europe’s
colonial past," he writes. Yet this is not how
it has managed to portray itself in many
parts of the world.  

In “JNF: Ethnic Cleansing Disguised as Environmentalism – the
Nakba Continues”, Cook succinctly covers many important elements:
the political role of afforestation in Zionist policy and practice; the dubious
claims that such forests mitigate climate change; challenges to the JNF
raised by campaigners from 2010 onwards, including the case of the al
Ajarma family, who own land in Ajjur taken over and “developed” by JNF
UK. This case was taken to the Charity Commission in 2018.
.
Crucially, Cook scrutinises the complicity of the British establishment in
failing to investigate JNF.  Read more here.

 JNF has tried to claim a grand ecological purpose behind its tree-planting
projects. In fact, it's not so much planting trees as uprooting Palestinians
that the JNF is about, whether the people affected are citizens of Israel or
under occupation in the West Bank. Read the full article here.

What you can do:
 Plant a Tree in
Palestine- new

project coming soon!

Sheikh
Sayekh

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9F3w57hgHoxcG1DWUxwcTlqbU0/view
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/aug/03/israel-criticised-demolition-bedouin-villages
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLZhVMGV0Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLZhVMGV0Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLZhVMGV0Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLZhVMGV0Tw
https://www.facebook.com/stopthejnf/videos/880339462474214
https://www.wrmea.org/israel/palestine/jnf-ethnic-cleansing-disguised-as-environmentalism.html
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/07/24/israelsjewish-national-fund-is-uprooting-palestinians-not-planting-trees/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/07/24/israelsjewish-national-fund-is-uprooting-palestinians-not-planting-trees/

